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RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR THE ENGINEERING SCIENCES

Members of the faculty who teach at the undergraduate and graduate levels and a number of
professional engineers and scientists whose primary activity is research g,nerate and conduct the
investigations that make up the school's research program. The School of Engineering and Applied Science
of the University of Virginia believes that research goes hand in hand with teaching. Early in the
development of its graduate training program, the School recognized that men and women engaged in
research should be as free as possible of the administrative duties involved in sponsored research. In 1959,
therefore, the Research Laboratories for the Engineering Sciences (RLES) was established and assigned the
administrative responsibility for such research within the School.

The director of RLES—himself a faculty member and researcher—maintains familiarity with the
support requirements of the research under way. He is aided by an Academic Advisory Committee made up
of a faculty representative from each academic department of the School. This Committee serves to inform
RLES of the needs and perspectives of the research program.

In addition to administrative support, RLES is charged with providing certain technical assistance.
t8ecause it is not practical for each department to become self-sufficient in all phases of the supporting
technology essential to present-day research, RLES makes services available through the following support
groups: Machine Shop, Instrumentation, Facilities Services, Publications (including photographic facilities),
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INTRODUCTION

Engineers and planners in transportation have become more aware

recently of the changing and searching questions that they are required

to answer whenever forecasting is involved. The history of travel

forecasting has been one of successively more comprehensive attempts to

move from models that simply project demand to those that provide a

coherent representation and organization of the complex of consumer

attitudes, behavior and perceptions of service attributes that produce

travel demand. The structure of such models should, in theory, permit

them to respond to significant changes in the transportation service

variables specified regardless of whether the level of service associated

with a specific model has been experienced previously. However, this

is seldom achieved with the present state-of-the-art.

The purpose of this study is to develop the framework for a model of

travel demand which will be useful in predicting; the tonal market for air

travel between two cities. The goal is to identify a set of variables which

can be used in a predictive way to determine the need for air

transportation where none currently exists and the effect of changes

in system characteristics on attracting latent demand. An investigat on

of existing models is carried out in order to provide insight into
FA

their strong points and shortcomings. Much of the existing behavioral

research in travel demand is incorporated to allow the inclusion of

non-economic factors, such as convenience. The type of model

arrived at is characterized as a market segmentation model. This is

a consequence of the strengths of disaggregation and its natural

1
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evolution to a usable aggregate formulation. The need for this

approach both pedagogically and mathematically is discussed below.

This report is divided into two volumes. The first gives the

background and summary of the salient festures leading to and

including the proposed model while Volume II gives the analytic

details of the data used to reach these conclusions.
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SECTION I

BACKGROUND

Demand models are of many different types, and are used to

forecast different aspects of future travel. There have been many

applications of these models to the air mode from forecasting airport

use to forecasting future travel demand between particular city pairs.

Most early models are of the aggregate type - that is, they lump demand

for a particular area or zone. The simplest of these types of models

is a forecasting model based on historical use patterns. These do

not allow the assessment of changes in system characteristics or

socioeconomic pressures. The entire population of an area is lumped

into a single historical pattern.

A second type is usually referred to as an economic model. It

is one where the disparity between modes is, in general, linked to

costs, time and distance. Some economic properties of an area (for

example, per capita income) are sometimes included.

These types of models constituted the basic approach to forecasting

through the mid 1960's. Since then, modeling has evolved to include

abstract mode models - which try to incorporate some non-economic

variables, and individual behavior models which are the basis for

disaggregate modeling.

Typical of the early work in applying the abstract mode model to

air transportation is the work of Howrey (1969) which is based on

earlier work in the area by Quandt (1966). This type of model has

been used by many authors (e.g., Crow and Longeot (1972), Cessario

3
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(1973, 1974), Long (1970), Lave (1972) and Yu (1970)) with varying

degrees of success.	 The independent variables in these demand models

for the air transportation segment of the market vary considerably.

A significant number of demand models for air transportation of

the historical, economic and abstract mode types were developed in the

early 1970's for individual states as part of their state airport

system planning studies (e.g., Quinton-Budling (1973), Parson (1975),

Stanford Research Inst.	 (1974), Dalton, et. al. 	 (1975), Oregon (1974),

Foster (1972), Virginia Division of Aeronautics (1975), Aerospace

Corp.	 (1973)).	 The variables used in these models fall into three

groups:	 1) system attributes (e.g., cost of travel, frequency of

service); 2) regional attributes (e.g., population); and 3) personal

attributes (e.g., income).

More recently much attention has been placed on disaggregation.

Although in general disaggregation refers to any segmentation of

the prediction of demand,its most common use in the literature is at

the level of the individual. 	 Examples of this type of model, which

predicts the probability of an individual selecting a given mode based

on behavioral variables, are given in Watson (1974) and Quarmby (1967)

with an up-to-date summary given in a compendium of papers edited by

Stopher and Meyburg (1976). 	 The evolution of this technique is

discussed by Quandt (1976).	 Most of the work in this area has been

concentrated on the urban sector with very little done in intercity

I
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The need for market segmentation is documented in the findings

of many authors (e.g., Golub, at al (1972), Golub and Dobson (1974),

Nicolaides and Dobson (1975), and Jacobson and Kuhlthau (1972)). In

addition, Hensher (1976) gives a lucid discussion of the mathematical

need for this approach. All of these articles point to the individual

behavior differences of various groups in the population and the need

to account for each separately.

Perhaps the area that has received the least attention in the

literature is the need for relatively invarient behavior of the models

if they are to be used for forecasting; and the need for the variables

to be readily forecastable. That is, a model which perfectly represents

the data for the year 1978, for example, is not useful as a forecasting

tool if it will not also represent the date for the year 1985; and,

if the independent variables cannot be predicted for the future years.

Some general comments are useful by way of background on aggregate

versus disaggregate modeling. Aggregate modesl suffer from several

major drawbacks:

1) Many factors are usually omitted from aggregate models. Instead

of being explicitly included, such factors are implicitly considered

to be in the calibration constants. Comfort, convenience, and

reliability are typical factors which are usually omitted;

2) Differences among types of travelers (e.g., business or

pleasure) and types of cities (e.g., marketing, industrial, government,

etc.) are not considered in aggregate models. Such differences are

important factors, as certain groups of people use air travel heavily

TJ
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(e«g., businessman) while others do not, and certain types of cities

generate more air traffic than other types of cities of similar

population sine.

3) The variables most commonly used in aggregate models are not

of equal importance to each air travel group. For example, price is

a much more important factor to the pleasure traveler than it is to

the business traveler. A change in airfare will have much greater

effect upon air travel demand for pleasure purposes than it will for

business purposes.

G) The models do not allow for the effect of changes in service

characte" sties -- or changes in competitive modes.

Disaggregate modeling, while providing the means for overcoming

the aggregate modeling problems mentioned above, have shown short-

comings of their cam:

1) Measurement of certain independent variables is difficult

due to lack of agreement among; proponents of models concerning what

the variable should actuall y describe. The measurement of convenience

is an example of thi, problem. how does one measure eonventenee".

(Quandt and Baum, 1970).

2) Values of variable clasticitics change greatly depending; upon

the year for which data were collected. lug 1970).

It is clear that aggregate modeling; is not a sufiiriuittl y poweritil

tool for accurately forecasting demand for air travel. Disai;Rregatr

modeling; promises to be a better technique, but it i:; still in nerd of

further refinement.

A more detailed review of demand modelinp technique-4 is Riven in

Volume I1.

h



SECTION II

TESTS OF CURRENT AIR TRAVEL DEMAND MODELS

Several existing models used in forecasting air travel demand and

formulated in the period 1970 to 1975 have been evaluated to determine

the capability of these models for predicting future conditions. Each

model was tested with data from a future year relative to the year in

which it was calibrates. Actual data for the independent variables

were compiled for the year 1974. The models were then used to calculate

predicted demand, and this predicted demand was compared with the

actual data for 1974. Direct comparisons can be made between predicted

and actual demand, giving an indication of the capability of each

model. 1974 was selectet as the test year since it was the latest

year for which all necessary data were available. ThrUe Mates were

selected for the evaluation; Virginia, Oregon and Michigan. These

states were selected since models developed specifically for them had

significantly different approaches and they represented different

geographic regions.

Virginia State Model

1. Form of the Model

The first model to he tested was the model developed for the

Virginia Air Transportation System Study.	 (Systems Analysis 6 Research

Corp., 1974 and Va. Div. of Aero. 1975). This model is an economic,

aggregate type used to forecast enplanements at in airport based upon
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a 0 10.8444 - .172007F + 1.41311 lnYi

i

where Ei - predicted potential for enplanements at airport I.

Pi = population of airport i service area

F - U. S. average airfare/mile (c/mile, 1967 dollars)

Yi a per capita income of airport i service area (1967 $)

Eq. (1) was developed by finding the system and regional attributes

which most significantly correlated with trends in air activity, and

by using regression analysis to determine the final form of the

equation and the coefficients.

Note that this equation predicts a "potential" for enplanements;

that is, the demand which would exist if the independent variables

are the only ones which affect the number of enplanements. However,

other factors not explicitly presented in Eq. (1) have an effect, and

they are accourced for by use of a correction factor 3 i , as shown

below:

E  . "IEI

	
(2)

RA where E i = predicted enplanements at airport I.

3 i = correction factor for airport I.

Ei - predicted potential for enplanements at airport I.

In the Virginia Air Transportation System Stud y , 6 1 for each

Virginia airport was determined in the following manner: 	 (1) Eq.

(1) wa4 used to ,redict potential vnplanenlent4 at each Virginia airport

for the year for the year 1970, (2) a.:tual enplanements for eacti

(1)
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Virginia airport for 1970 were found; and (3) the value of 8 1 for each

airport was determined as the ratio of actual ' -0 enplanements to

predicted potential for iplanements for 1970. This value of 6 i was

then considered to remain constant for future years.

2._ Data Analvsis

Verification of this model was undertaken using data from three

states - Virginia, Michigan and Oregon. The results are presented in

Vol. U.

For Virginia, all airports except Roanoke showed errors which

were positive; that is, the predicted enplanements were greater than

the actual enplanements. For Michigan and Oregon, the opposite

situation occurred; 17 of 19 Michigan airports and 8 of 9 Oregon

airports had negative errors; that is. predicted enplanements were

less than the actual enplanements. Errors were small for large airports

(e.g., Norfolk, +5X; Detroit, -42; Portland. 	 However. errors

for small airports (under 100,000 in actual enplanements) were wide

in range. approaching 1007, in some cases.

3. Sour,ts of Error

A large source for these Errors can he attributed to the

calculation of the correction factor h l for each airport. The value

of a  for each airport was determined as the ratio of actual 1070

enplanements to the predicted potential enplanements for 1 U 70. It

was assumed that this value of `;, would remain constant for the ve.Irs

j
beyond 1970. getter results could he obtained b y usin g; an t-.istorical

0	 trend.
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Aside from theroblem of calculating the correction factor Sp	 g	 i'

the Virginia Air Transportation System Study Model performed well when

real data for the independent variables were used in this verification

test.	 However, the ability to accurately forecast the independent

variables -is necessary in order for the model to be used as a

forecasting tool.

The authors of the Virginia Air Transportation System Study

Model made projections concerning future values of the Consumer Price

Index and Real U. S. Average Airfare per Mile.	 The Real U. S. Average

Airfare per Mile is one of the independent variables of this model,

and the Consumer Price Index is used in computing this Airfare

Uff variable, and also the Real Per Capital Income variable (Y i), in terms

of 1967 dollar values.	 Neither of these variables can be forecasted

with reasonable certainty.

a	 1.

Washington State Plan Model

Form of the Model

The second model to be evaluated was the Washington State Airport

System Flan Model, (Aerospace Corp., 1973). It is a historical share

>.	 of the market model, and is given by

Ei	
Mi/jMj/SMS/U.S.EU.S. 	 (3)

where E i	- predicted enplanements at airport i.

Mi/j	 s percentage market share for airport i of the total

scheduled domestic enplanements of region j in which

airport i is located.
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MJ/5	 percentage market share for region j of the total

lseheduled domestic enplaoements of state S.

1U.	
percentage market share for ,state S of the total

)scheduled domestte enplantments in the United States.

9U.S. 	 total scheduled domovatte enplanements in the united

States.

"̂..	 DataAAnaly-sil

The market +shares were developed for the state of Washington

in the following manner: 	 (1) the Washington State percentage of the

total U. S. enplanements was calculated for the years 110624970.

Seattle/Tacoma International Airport enplanements were excluded.

Seattle is the dominant airport in the state. and fluctuations in

enplanomenta at Settle due to military travel and employment changes

in the Puget Sound area produced large fluctuations in the data.

A historical trend of Washington State's (mitlus Seattle) percentage

of total U. S. enplanementa was platted. anti a constant percentage

was forecast for fiscal vear 1977 and bevond,
	
('2) Washington was divided

into three regions, Associated with Rand )McNall y Major rradtng Areas.

l'erifit"atittn of tht WashilApton Stott, Svstem Airport p lan Model was

conducted by Lest ing the modrl in three stator: Wnshi-n toil, Virjinta and
at

Oregon. using actual 1 13 74	 figures for total i t .S. .ni^Ltut^meut,.

i. Stutrces of rrror

'Cite market share motto] is 1 good forecasting tool onl y f tr airports,

which have a large market eharo of the :Mate total, It is very

AtfficitIt to mak> accurate foret:lsts Ior small airports. A farther

u
11

-r	
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drawback is the need to obtain historical data in order to develop

they market share percentage, which makes this technique unusable for

predicting enplanements at a new airport where no historical data

exist.

Michigan State Plan Model

1. Perm of the Model

The Michigan State Airport System Plan Model (SRI, 1974) was the

last of the state plan models to be tested. Total travel between two

regions and travel by each mode between two regions were the quantities

which this model was designed to calculate. A travel "conductance"

for each mode was defined as follows:

" (1) n (^)	 ^^ (3)
w- a t m	 c m	 {1 - exp(-- . 12 f )? m
m	 m m	 m	 m

where w  - travel conductance for mode m between region i and region J.

t  - travel time between region i and region ,j by mode m.

cm - cost of travel between region i and region j by mode m.

fm - frequency of servtc o between region i anti region _y by mode. m.

.gym , nm (1). ctm ("), am (3) - mode-specifte calibration parameters.

A total travel "conductance" is defined as:

W- Fwm	(5)
m

where W - total travel conductance between region i and region 1.

w - travel conductance for mode m between region i and rettion j.m

Next, the total predicted pa4sengor travel betwe en two regions.

i and J. can be expressed by the following; vgiwtion:

(4)

0	 12
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T =
ij	 i j8 6 Pi P 1 W .9	 (6)

where Tij = predicted total travel between region i and region J.

0 
1 
a j = regional constants for region i and region j, respectively.

Pi ,Pj = populations of region i and region j, respectively.

Pi , Pj populations of region i and region j, respectively

W	 total travel conductance between region i and region J.

Travel between two regions for a single mode is thus defined as

m
Tmij = W Tij	 (7)

where Tmij - predicted travel by mode m between region i and region J.

m - travel conductance for mode m between region i and region J.

W	 - total travel conductance between region i and region J.

on	 Substituting the expression for Tij of Equation (6) into Eq. (7)

yields the following equation for travel by mode m between two regions:

mij . Wm 6 i a
j 

Pir
j 
W.9
	 (8)

As air is the mode of interest, a working equation for

calculations can be achieved by substituting the expressions for w
m

(Eq. (6)) and W (Eq. (7)) into Eq. (8):

aair(1) ,rair(2)	 `Xair(3)
aair Lair	 air	

{ 1 - ex^^(- • I^ fair ) )
Tair ij - 	 a m 

(1) n m (.'•	
it 	

6i6jPipj

(i am tm	 cm	 {t - exp (-.12 fm)} 
m	

i	 (9)

The values for the made specific calibration par,;meters, as

presented in the Michigan State Airport System flan, are shown in

Table 1.

_	 13
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TABLE I

Values of Mode Specific Calibration Parameters
Made am 0m(1) aM (2) am (3)

Auto

Bus
13.76 - 1.6 - 1.6 0

1.50 - 1.5 - 1.5 0.3247

Air (except Chicago-Detroit)	 1.50	 - 1.5 - 1.5 0.3267

Air (Ohicaagc-Detroit only)	 0.75 -	 1.5 -	 1.5 0.3247

2. Matti Analytais

The state of Michigan was divided into 27 regions. Some regions

tj
did not have their own airports, and were dependent upon a neighboring

region for air service. The continental United States outside of

Michigan was divided into 29 regions. The external regions surrounding

Michigan were small in land area, constituting only parts of

neighboring states.	 As dlstanc-e away from Michigan increased, regions

increased in size, constituting groups of states.

Each region, bath WOW and outside Michigan was gtven a

regional constant and a ",gateway " city was selected as the reprosen-

tative city of the entire region for the purpose of calculation.

3. tiources of Krror

In general they predictions .are, much too low, however, the study

of travel between city pairs yields insight into travel pattorras of

a community. The major difficulty e=ncountered is probabl y chic, to

the need for Increasing size regions a4 the distance from the origin

cit y ineroaa:aes.	 ' m,; dilutes the abil itv to dotormitac# the , real

destmattion denktncls and array make the prc-diction with a givett city

erronettats if it iloos not re , tloet the t rut` t r.ivol to tht , t`ogion.

0
t :►
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SECTION III

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW AIR DEMAND MODEL

The results of the tec'.s performed on present air demand models

shows the need for more sophisticated modeling techniques in order

to achieve an accurate forecasting tool. 	 From a study of the

literature, it is apparent that the travel habits of different groups

of people differ.	 Considerable research has been done in an attempt

to find the most important factors which influence air travel (e.g.,

Kuhlthau and Jacobson, 1976, Jacobson And Kuhlthau, 1972, Lee and

Jacobson, 1972, Port of N. Y. Authority, 1957 and Federal Aviation

Agency, 1963).	 A comparison of the factors used in several studies

is given in Table 2.	 From these and other references a list of the

factors considered to be most important are presented in Table- 3.

Also, it has been shown that the traveling public can be divided into

distinct groups according to the purpose of the trip, (Yu,	 1970. Lee

and Jacobson, 1972, Fort of N.Y. Authority, 1457).	 Different factors

influence the travel decision process according to the purpose of

the trip; therefore, a new air demand model should segment air demand

due to business travel and air demand due to pleasure travel. 	 Several

other market segmentations may also be necessary.

From	 dataa purely mathematical viewpoint using nonsegmented

can lead to incorrect assumptions when doing regression analyses.

This has been discussed by Hensher (Hensher, 1976) who pointed out

the difficulties which can be encountered. 	 For example, consider the

variation in number of trips generated between city i and city j with

9	 15



income. Consider two groups - those with high education and those

with low education levels. The data might well be distributed as

shown in Figure 1. The actual behavior with income variation as

predicted by linear regression would not accurately represent the true

travel behavior. If the market were segmented by education level then

true behavior would be represented.

It is felt that the major shortcomings of past aggregate models

has been their inability to segment the data properly. The natural

end point for this segmentation is behavior on an individual level -

what is commonly referred to as disaggregate modeling. For inter-

city travel - as opposed to intracit y travel - the ability to use

ra	 market segmentation to disaggregate the data offers a useful

alternative to tat- extreme of Individual behavior. It has some of

the same advantages of the treatment of individual data - e.g.,

requires less information for modeling since onl y a limited number of

data paints is needed in each cell (segmentation). And, it does not

suffer from the drawbacks of complete aggregation - e.g., nonlinear

effects lest in data pooling. Tn a study by Nloolaidis and Dobson

(1975) it was shown th.!t no individual is distinct but shares common

preference patterns. This ce.nmonality forms the basis for segmentation.

Two of they three models inveRtigated - the Virginia and Washington

State Plan Models - were designed only to forecast total enplanemeuts

from a region. Those models lacked the capability to determine the

demand from the region under study to particular destination regions.

The Michigan State flan Model dies provide the methodology necessary

fl

h
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TABLE 2

1

0

m P. w ?A Ai

a ^
m `° ^

3
w

Author U w a^ c

"' xVariable

Time

Cast X X X X X

Departures/day X X X X
Attractiveness X X
Taxable Payroll

Population X X X X
Hotel b Motel Payroll X

No. of Registered Autos X X
Income X X X X
Demand Deposits X

No. of College Students X X
Employment in Gov't. X X I X
Comfort

X I X

Convenience X X
No. of hotel /motel rooms

Emp. in Wholesal/Man. ,

Emp. in Finance / Ins./Real Estate X X

Emp. in Retail X

No. of dwelling units X

Distance X

Property Value
X

Sales Tax
X

Safety X

Reliability
X

Abil. to Work
X

18



TABLE 3

List of Factors Considered Important to Air Travel Demand

MODE VARIABLES
	

PERSONAL VARIABLES

Comfort
	

Age

Convenience
	

Education

Coat
	

Income

Reliability
	

Occupation

Safety
	

Car Ownership

Service

Speed

REGIONAL VARIABLES

Employment

Industrial Characteristics

Population

TRIP VARIABLES

Length of Stay

Number of persons
traveling in party

Number of stops in
travel itinerary

Purpose of trip

Travel time (or
distance

19
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to study demand between particular regions, thus providing a greater

understanding into the nature of the demand. A new air demand model

should investigate the demand between pairs of regions, and the total

demand for air travel in a particular region can be simply calculated

by summing the demands from that region to all destination regions.

Form of Proposed Models

The following equations are proposed which will segment the demand.

At the minimum, segmentation should be by purpose of trip. Mere air

demand for business is proposed to be the following:

PoiPa2 a4 a5	 a6 a l	 018 a9 °110

	

Tijb	
flb(t'd) a.,_.^. 

Chi Ct'j {gibTij Eijb + g2bWijcij}Rij	 (10)

Di j
where Tijb = number of air travelers from region i to region j for

business purposes

flb (t,d) a function of length of stay in region j and distance

between regions i and J.
am

Pi,Pj = populations of regions i and J. respectively.

Dij - distance from region i to region j

Chi ,Chj = industrial characteristics of regions i and j,

respectively.

glb function of air mode system characteristics

	

Tij	
travel time from region i to region j by air mode

gijb 
a convenience of air mode from region i to region j (e.g..

scheduling,.number of seats available during peak travel

hours, ease of airport access and egress)

20
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82b . function of air mode comfort characteristics (e.g., seat

comfort, ride quality, etc.)

Wij - ability to Mork while traveling (space to work, ability

to read and write, etc.)

Cij . comfort characteristics (e.g., seat comfort, ride quality,

etc.)

tv	
Rij - road conditions between i and j

Notice Eq. (10) contains a term which is the product of the two

-A	 regional populations divided by the distance between them; such a

term is called a "gravity" term because of its similarity to the

equation describing the gravitational attraction of two physical objects,

The gravity term is considered the basis of attraction between the

two regions i and j, and therefore the basis of travel between them.

It is modified by the industrial characteristics of the regions to

account for the fact that certain industries have greater travel needs

than othe—	 •t ^f NY Authority, 1967, Federal Aviation Agency, 1963).

Regions c	 gsified according to the type of businesses which

are the most important. For example, an FAA study of business character-

istics of metropolitan areas, classified each area in one of four

categories: (1) marketing center; (2) institutional (e.g., government

or academic); (3) industrial (e.g., manufacturing,); (4) balanced, i.e..

none of the three types were dominant. The general findings of this

study were that marketing; centers and institutional center were heavy

users of air travel, while industrial centers were low users by

comparison. and balanced cities were average users (Figure 2). Thus,
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given two vegions of thy; saiae population size. a marketing canter

woul,i enplane tore passengers than a manufacturing (industrial)

center.	 The industrial characteristics variables in Eq. (W act

as modifiers of the population variables.

The function f lb (t,d) is another modifier of the gravity term.

This function reprerrnts the personal decision making process to use

air rather than another mode, based upon the distance of the trip

- and the length of stay at the destination. 	 For example. a 300-mile

trip for v day clearl}necessitates the use of air, whereas a trip-

of 3001 miles for a week's duration may be more practical by :sut.z

- (especially if an auto would be needed at the destination .luring

the weeklong stay).	 Generically this function :eight appear as shown

in Figure 3.

_ The remaining terms in Eq. 	 (10) can be considered system

attributes which modify the basic personal and regional demands for

air travel.	 Total travel time by air and convenience of the .air nodo

represent the two most impor.ant system attributes, and could ho

considered "air advantage" variables;	 that	 is,	 would reflect	 tht•

CM superiortty (or inferiority) of the air mode versus other avail ble

- modes for the business trip.	 The last two variables, ahili^.

+
work and comfort, represent	 "personal taste" .-if the travelot , 	 at,.d

again reflect a potential advantage or distdv.tnt.tge for the

compar.-i with other moije:s.

tome of	 the	 factors	 listd	 in	 table?	 .Ire	 tip+t	 itt+ lu.ic`d%otice that	 t	 e

in	 q.	 (10	 ,	 Iit business travel decisions	 the-e factors .ire no',

s

i



flb(t,d)

tl

t

t. = length of stay
i

t3
	 t3 > t 2 > t1

distance

Figure 3 Conceptual Behavior of Gravity Modifier flb

}
1

1 y
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considered important in the process of travel choice. Of the mode

variables, comfort and convenience were used in the model, but cost,

reliability, and safety were not. Cost has been found to be a

rM
relatively non-critical factor for business travelers. (Jacobson, I.D. and

Kuhlthau, A. R., 1972). Reliability and safety are important, but

the business traveler considers both of these to be very good for

the air mode, and therefore not critical in the decision making process.

Service is related to comfort and convenience, which are included

in the model, and speed is related to travel time.

No personal variables were included. For business travelers,

these four factors are highly interrelated, and are also related to

the industrial characteristics of the region. Likewise emplo yment

can be considered as part of the regional industrial characteristics.

Of the trip variables, purpose of trip has been considered to

be the most important, and has been used as the means of disaggregating

the traveling public. All other trip variables are included in

Eq. (10), except for the size of the traveling party, which was

considered unimportant.

In the same manner that an equation for air demand for business

purposes was developed, an equation for pleasure travel demand was

formulated, and is shown below:

	

S 1 S 2 a E• B	 R ., S	 RP P.	 4 5 6	 6 7 8	 9 R.10

Ti .^P	 f 1p (
t . d ^P, $ ) si 	 I i 

AJ Rij ^` ip i :j1 i .1 l il, + g'PRiJSi 
j } (11)

Dlj

where Tijp	 number of air travelers from region i to region j, for

pleasure purposes
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flp(t,d,p,$) + function of length of stay in region j, distance

between regions i and J. number of people in the

party, and number of stops (other secondary

destinations), in itinerary.

PV Pj = populations of region i and j, respectively

Dij	 = distance from region i and region j

I i	= income distribution in region i.

A 
	 = attractiveness of region J.

Rij	 = road conditions between i and j

gip = function of air mode system characteristics

$lj	 = cast of sir travel from region i to region j.

Tij	 = travel time from region i to region j by air mode..

Eijp = convenience of air mode from region i to region j

(different from convenience as perceived by business

traveler)

g')p	
. function of air mode dependabilit y charaac ter istics as-

perceived by pleasure travelers

Rij	 a reliability of air mode (e.g., on-time. performance)

S ij	 . safety of air mode as perceived by pleasure travelers

Eq. (11) is similar in form to Eq. (10). Once again, the gravity

term is the basis for the attraction between the two regions. Instead

of industrial characteristics of the two re;'. ions, the tneome distribution

of region i and the attractiveness of region _j are the modifiers lased.

Regions of high attractive value would he places which attract a lar,;c

number of tourists (e.g., Florida, California, etc.).

a
0	 6
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As with business travelers, the length of stay and distance would

play a role in the decision making process, and also the number of

people traveling together (i.e.. individual, adult couple, entire

family, etc.), and the number of places planned to be visited enroute

(e.g., a vacation trip in which it iu desired to visit all attractive

regions in Florida or California, etc.), would come into consideration.

See Figure 4 and S.

As for the mode variables, travel time and convenience are

included, although "convenience" for a pleasure traveler is probably

different than for a businessman. For example, a pleasure traveler

would be interested in a flight which would have discount seats,

whereas a businessman would be concerned with finding a flight which

best matches his business itinerary. Cost is a very important factor

in pleasure travel, and safety and reliability also play an important

part in decision making. Fear of flying is still a strong negative

factor among a sizeable fraction of the traveling public, and is

probably strongest among people who have never used air travel. Although

this is probably due to a lack of familiarity with air travel, it

is still a problem that needs to be overcome before air travel becomes

a serious contender in planning a pleasure trip.

Combined Model

Although the above models represent a conceptual approach to the

problem it is important to note that not all of the variables can be

easily obtained. For the purpose of this study it was felt that some

non-conventional variables should be tested to ascertain their ability

9	 27
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to model the demand.	 To this end a subset of the above variables

was chosen for analysis.	 These included:

o	 population city i, Pi

o	 population city j, P 

o	 distance between city i and j, Dij

o	 road conditions around city i to airport in city i, Ri

o	 road conditions around city j to airport in city j, R 

o	 attractiveness of city i, Ai

o	 attractiveness of city j, A 

o	 number of seats available, Sij

o	 characteristics of city i, Chi

o	 characteristics of city j, Chj

o	 reliability of flights, Kij

o	 Cost, Cij

o	 Time, Tij

Many	 data from 251regression models were run using	 city pairs

(see Volume II).	 Various combinations of parameters were fixed and

various forms of the model exhausted.	 A complete discussion of the

results can be found in Volume II.	 Based on these a model for trips

from city i to city j, where the distance is greater than 300 miles

is given by

.62 .35

T	 K Pi-- 8
4.88 A.03 51.25 F.38 

Ch 
.38 Ch -1.04	

(12)
ij	 D.58	 1	 j	 ij	 ij	 i	 j

ij

where the number of seat6 and number of flights are a combination of
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direct flights and a reduced number depending on the connections and

number of stops, and the characteristics of city i and j are the

percent employed in manufacturing and wholesale and retail trade

respectively. A more detailed description of these can be found in

Volume II.

Several points are worth noting here. First, conspicuous by its

absence is the time variable. This is due to the fact that time

and distance are highly interrelated for a single mode and thus the

effect of time is embedded in the distance variable. Another point

to note is the negative exponents on the city characteristics. This

implies that the more manufacturing (and thus less government, education,

professional, etc.) the fewer trips generated in region i and the

more retail trade (less gov't., education, prof. and manufacturing)

the fewer trips attracted by J. In addition the population of the

originating city is more of a determining factor than the population

of the destination city.

This model which is significant at better than the .01 level

accounts for 93% of the variance or has a correlation coefficient

of r=0.963. It is felt that although this model is a composite

model with many assumptions it has demonstrated the ability of non-

conventional, more easily foreeastable variables to predict demand.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from this study:

• a more sophisticated model to predict travel demand is needed

• many existing variables used to predict demand cannot be

forecasted reliably

• market segmentation is necessary to develop better demand for

forecasting models

• non-conventional (i.e. other than cost and time) variables

can be used to predict demand

• there is a distinct lack of data to use for non-economic

demand models
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